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HUSA Fires Moore
dent affairs, s~jd it was his
knowledge that ~oore no longer
worked for HUSA, but was now
working at the journalism department's ' newspaper The ·community
News .
_ __ ·
''I advised Moore against certain
financial actions and he refused to
adhere to my admonitions," Moore
said. ''Regarding the statement by
the vice-president re&araing my
bookeeping, I challenge him to an
open forum in front of the student
body. They only are the people I serv~d. 1 have documents to support me
llJ.. my bookeeping practices.''
T. Denise Asbury
''As financial advisor, I was only
Hilltop Slaff RCPQTicr
authorized to sign documents pertainig.g to HUSA business. 1 could
Howard Oniversity · Stµdent
not sign the documents that Bryant
Association Financial Advisor
wanted m~ to sign.''
Chaudlicr Moore was fired Friday,
January 10. He was formally dismiis· · "Moore did not formally affirm the
nature of Bryant Moore's financial
ed Monday, January 13, said Paul
.
'
'
interest,
b:t'.lt
did
suggest that they ,
Scott. newly innaugurated HUSA
were for activities other than those
vice-president . .
:.
pertaining to HUSA:
•
Scott, who succeeded the former
vice-president and present HUSA , Moore stress{. that the contlict
between -himsel and the new adpl-csident Bryant Moore, said that
ministr"ation wa a professio nal conOhaudlier Moore was dismissed aS a
nict
result of irreconcilable ' differences
.. ''Fo[ihe
sake Of integrity there are
between himself and the new HUSA
1
C~rtain s pecific.s surrounding this in~dministr~tion concerning bookkeeping techniques and inaccessibility to cident that l cannot tell,'' said Bryant
Mooie, ''but certain actions on the
the administration . Derrick Calhoun
part of the former financial advisor
will replace Moore as financial
was detrimen'tal to HUSA as a "':hole,
advisor .
Chaudlier Moore , who is now the · and I . ha~ to let him go."
new Business Manager at The Com·
When asked if he was the so.~
munity News, said that he applied for
deciding factor in Moore's firing, the
his present position last semester
HUSA president said, ''Yes. Difwhen he realized that problems in the
ficulties between the office o'f the
present administration would be in·
president and,financiaJ advisor would
~vitable, and did not forsee any
not allow the continued success of
improvement .
programs under the new HUSA ad Raymond Archer, director of stuministration . ''
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Insightful Dreamer
Hono,red
Lisa R. McCullough .
Hilltop Staff

~eporte,·

There are all kinds of dreamers,
but Dr. Martin Luther King was a
dreamer who could ''see through the
nightmares of America's future,'' the
Rev . Jesse L. Jackson told a Howard
University audience Tuesday night .
Jackson was the keynote speaker
at the '' l 986 Commemorative
Tribute to Dr. Martin Luther King''
held at Cramton Auditorium. The
event was sponsored by the Howard
University Chapter of the National
Ass~iation for Colored People, ihe
~oc1ology of Anthropology Association, the National Rainbow Coalition
and the ,Liberal.Ans Student Council.
Although this year marks the official holiday of Dr . King's birthday,
Jack son there is still a struggle to
maintain King' s integrity.
, ''Why is it that so many politicians
today emphasize that Dr. King was
fl dreamer . I submit that they wan r
us to project him as dreamer because
they w_ish us to remember this great
leader as an ideali st without ·
Hitlt0p Staff Pholoer1phcr / 8arry Lo~~
Jackson emphasizes !ofing's insight into the future .
substance , not as the concrete reality he was," Jackson said.
''To think of him only as a dreamer
•• \\' h)' is it !hat so rnany.politic1ans today emphasize that Dr . King was a dreamer . I submit
does injustice to1iiffi and the dream, ''
that they ...,ant us to protect him as dreamer because they ....·ish us to remember 1his great • Jack said. '' He was not a pied piper
leader as an idealist y,·ithout substance, 1101 as the concrele reality he was .··
marching along. He was a drum ma·
jo~·for justice with a big brass band

and a noble following."
Jackson defined Dt. King's dream
as an insight to the future. ''The I
Have Dream'' speech was a speech
describing the nightmare of racism
and its future - outcomes. The
substance w,aS about social justice,''
Jackson said.
Instead Rev. Jackson asked the au·
dience to honor Dr. King Jan. 15-20
by saying 'no' to drugs, having the
highest period of voter registration
and dpposing apartheid.
On King's birthday, Wednesday,
the National Rainbow Coalition, student leaders and Howard University
students marched from the Martin
Luther King Merhorial Library, _.h
and G Streets, N. W ., to the Justice
Department on Pennsylvania Avenu~
Where Jackson entered. the building
and attempted to deliver a list of
demands compiled by the Coalition,
to U .S. Attorney General Edwin
Meese.
The demands, that were read later
at the Justice Department, focused
on the Reagan Administration's
failure to meet with civil rigl1ts
organizations like the Southern
Christian Leadership ~onference,
N.A.A.C.P., Operatio.r P.U'.S.H.,
and the.Congressional Black Caucus.
Specifically, seven general areas of
concern were also addressed . They inc I uded:
e~ucation, school
.
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When Congressman Williim H
G ray, (D· . , p a .) a dd ressed a capacity... ·~
audience in the Blackburn ballroom
l~t Wednesday in tribute to Dr. Martin Luther Kihg, Jr . , he spoke of
values, commitrhents, and discipline .
Remembering Dr. King Gray
who is chairman of th H
'B d •
.
.
e ouse u get
Committee, said, ''I remember
valuet. What is important in life is
not simply the speeches you give but
the legacy you leave . when I think of
Martin, I thi!1k of the values. I think
they underg1rd the whole issue of
'where do y.ie go from here?' and
'why we can't wait ' ."
L'k
K'1ng, the values Gray spoke
1 e
.e~bodied comi:nitment and
d1sc1pl1ne. He said that the dream of
Martin Luther King has been realized by maintaining th
val
"K. ,
.
ese
ues. .
1ng s commitment to education

•

'

.

'
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a~~

Values
-

pe.ople can,~Ot aff~rd mediocri·
folks think, 'I can m.lke ii° without
~y, swd ~rar. -. "f'.he o.her valu.e that · other folks' . ''
1s n~ede~ 1~ d1.sc1pl1ne.lfiecause 1f you ~ Gray added that King underst~
can t dihs~ipline Y ° ursel~, you can · that· none of us are free until all of
· f rec. We are all tied
. together
•never
G ac 1eve exce
k ence>.
b
us
are
1 spo e a ouJ 1ole, say.
.
~?[;ads~
in a common tapes~ry of humanity .
ing,
? . nows we nee to earn to
'' In a real sense when you sec a
love. It is time for ui; to underst~d
Desmonct\.Tutu and the Free South
tha! we can never be a community
Africa Movement and say, 'loOk,
rnt1l we learn lho respecd1 one ak~lolther'
let's stop financing South Africa' the
ove o ne anot er' an not I one
dream is alive•'' .)
•
another ''
.
·
Congressman Gray recounted his
It was a.fter 13 years ~f effort _that
personal relationship with Dr. King,
the Martin Luth~r. King holiday
remembering how he stressed ''learbecame more _than JUSt .a hope but
ning, learning, and learning.''
•
.b_ecame a real1~y' when it needed to
. ''He ~elieved," Gray said, ''(that)
18
,be~pro~ed (~n paf~~y ~ Con- 1fyoud1dnothavesomethingyouare
gr~s iodna vo esG.
' ' kact fwhas "' willing to die for you are not worth
~01 .t~ out as r~Y. spo e. o t e
living."
s1gn1f1cance
of
coal1t1ons
.
G ray coneI"-'
.
' 'Mart. K ' 1
ed h bill
uw..ed the · theme of his
in_ . ing earn .,tea tyto
tribute . to ~ing· saying, ''There is a
fordm coalditiohns. Why · ~ecau.se bhe
power 1n this world greater than you
un erstoo t . at you can. t ~xist Y and greater than me. So, when you
yourse~f. H~ taught A~er1ca it c~uld connect yourself to that
not exist without having a relation·11 be bl
.
po~er you
11mb
h'
'th II .
,,
w1
a
e
to
c
mountains,
(so
1

11

_e
Gr~:.__s~'.
~'"::b~u~te~•:o.:.M:.o•~·~•i,_,n_,L,_,": :'h:o•~•~K:i~~·~·="_cHec'-' '-'" ' ~'<d~l~ea'. '.' .'.ni: :n!g.cel~a'. '.m.".' .·"~'·c.'~
'.: ''.'.'."."~"' .!':. ·:..·:..-'_'-----~""'c!!;"--"~""'""''1'1!!!.!:!!l!._~w~a~s~a~c:o:mm1::it:m:e:n:t~t~o~e~x~c~el~le~n~c~e~W:li's~ip
WI a its ''Today,
peop e. · somehow

Y:•

!tiUto Slaff Pho10 r1 her/ John caih

BUSA Plans ·For Future
:

•

Black Howard University studen'ts
can't achieve the same thing . For
Hilltop S!aff Reporter
those ~ who truly believe in
brotherhood and sisterhood1·· ' the
'
A ." Firm Foundation'' continues ability to help should be enough to
to stand as the Howard University motivate us to get involved."
A committee has been formed to
Student Association's (HUSA) theme
and focal point for cpcoming pro- research the credit union projCct and
grams that will address currtnt surveys will be taken asking students
. - '
if they would like such a facility, said
events,
· Education, Communication, and Moore ."
Other goals are the extension of
Unification are the elements used as
''we endeavor to build family rela- library hours to approximately 2 a.m.
tionships on Howard Univers"ity's arrtl the acquisition of an area that
campus," said Bryant Moore HUSA will be available to students 24 hours
for study purposes. A facility was
president.
Topical issues such.as terrorism in open 24 hours but was closed when
relation to Blacks and other races Will it was not used and was damaged, acbe discussed by representatives from cor?,ing to Scott.
' Previously students went to the
the PLO, Libyan government, and
medical-dental library, but they're
the Muslim Iraniari Student Society.
The pros and cons of homosexuali- tightening up on hours," said Scott.
''The medical-dental students com- Bryant Moore
ty entitled ''Homosexuality in
America'', regfu-dina;Aitis gay rights plain that undergrads make noise and
and its impact on Blacks across the .use it as a general library . Now the relationS:hip between the.
they're checking •·P:''
country will be addressed by the gay
Undergraduate Student Association
11.
The
installation
~campus
direcrights union . and anti-homosexual
(UGSA), the Graduate Student
'tori.
e
s
raised
the
question
"of
its
representatives, according to Paul
Assembly (GSA), 17 schools and col·
necessity
over
other
needs
.
It's
funScott, HUSA . vice-president .
leges, HUSA, and the HUSA policy
1
ny
that
Howard
would
install
a
direc'7his proiram is not nieant to be
board .
tory
but
not
something
as
necessary
an attack on homosexuals but a
The allocation of funds ana the
as
a
bus
shelter,
Scott
said.
A
shelter
discussion of the issues,'' said Moore.
rules and policies that govern
'
and
the
permanent
display
of
a
large
Other programs include Blacks in
organizations and their interaction·
bus
schedule
is
another
project
that
Prison, Islam in Black America and
with each other will be revised by a
is essential for safety so that students review committee. Since UGSA and
a continuation of present programs.
will be protected from weather .con- GSA are a part of the HUSA ConO~e of HUSA's major goals is to
ditions and will know what time the stitution there is a need to make them
develooestudcnt credit union that will
buses arrive.
~
function separately from the student
more accountable to the students,
According
to
Scott,
HUSA~ill
government, said Moore.
said Scott.
complete
the
revision
of
the
HUSA
''Students can take out loans for
Last semester, failure to establish
Constitution
which
was
begun
during
books, rent payments . . . whatever
quorums at . general assembly
the I 984 Cathcart-Jenkins Ad· meetings was the result of the lack of
thenced1s,'' he said. ''If White col,ministration . This document governs
leges can do it there's"no reason why
Coritinued on page 2
Purvette Bryant
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Cosby donates INSIDE:
Cash Award
Who s Who, p. 9
To Ho.ward
King Highlights, p.
Dwi.yne Boyd
Rilltop Starr Reporter

Bill Cosby, actor, comedian, and

star of television's top rated :'The
Cosby · Show'', has presented
Howard University with a donation
of $5,000 acco ~ding to a letter received January 13 by Dr. Roger Estep,
vice-president of Development and
University RelationS.
Cosby was the recipient of Entertainment Tonight's·''Television Person of the Year Award'' . Part of the
award was a cash donation in
Cpsby's name to the institution of his
choice. The letter was accompanied
by a check, and detailed Cosby's wish
that the money be used ''to aid a
native Ameritan who is pursuing or
wants to pursue an education at
Howard University.''
The letter also stated that Mr. and
Mrs . Cosby would match the donation with one of their own. "••1 have
yet to receive confirmation from Mr.
Cosby on this point,'' said Estep.
How Cosby's instruct-i ons will be
implemented has not been decided .
''No hard determination has been
made as to how the m.oney: should be
used, said Estep, ''but we will follow
Mr. Cosby's directions.•-!
According to Cosby's manager,
David Brokaw, Cosby chose Howard
rather than his alma mater Temple
University in Philadelphia, because
''He respects Howard and its work
and what it accomplishes. It was his
way of showing his appreciation and
his respect. Y Mr. Cosby could not be
reached fol-comment.
.__ _ _ __
•

Continued
on page
·.· · 2
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HUSA's Programs D_eyeloped

'

•

•

qualified to

Traci Scott

•

The Children of Black Leaders'',
''Politics After the Jackson Cam" paign'', ••Azania Update'', Deroy
Murdock · do any of these sound
familiar? If not then you may have
missed something from approximately 12 programs the Howard University Student AssOciation sponsored
last semester, according to Ona
Alston 1 program director for HUSA.
''We try to deal with things that_we
feel are most relevant to us as a people microcosmically as Howard
students and macrocosmically as a
Black peqple,'' said Alstop.
When sponsoring a· program an
idea is fi~st established and the best
qualified perso11 is chosen to discuss
the idea as guest speaker. •
••I am not going to ask someone
from. Georgetown tQ speak on a topic
that I know a B_lack: person is just as

•
•
•
•

a

•

Moore and Scott envision a political and Christian revo\utiofi ·on ca~pus during their administra{iot\.

to expliin his statement that he and
attendance and was u contwllable.
former HUSA president Emory
Although we can't f rce anyone to
Calhoun were revolutionaries for
come said Moore, a r view commitChrist. ·
tee has been establish to Settle those
problems and to revise the constitution . We will submit a list of those
As HUSA president, Moore exwho are active . By printing their
plains that his ideals continue to·emnames students will know who is dobrace what Jesus Christ stood for ing their job and who 'isn't ..
justice and love.
BeCause students have complained
about the quality of the homecoming .
. "I embrace Jesus Himself," said
events, HtJSA also endeavors to preMoore. ''Many on ly embrace His
sent more efficient programs. Scott
phi losophies. I believe. that Jesus
attributes the dissatisfaction to the Christ is the son of God . I believe He
lack of adequate funds .
did die on the .c ross for ou r sins and
Thet student activity fee is S32.50 arose on the third day."
'
and has not been increased since
''As former HUSA presidents pro1977 according to Scoit. We realize
stud~nts have a lot of financial pro- mo~ed socialism and Pan Africanis~,
which they felt could. be used as 1nblems but reality is the student activity fee is not going to provide a decent stru':'lents of redempt10~ for Blacks,
I articulate \Yhat I know 1s th~ answer
amount of programs in 1986, he said.
In a September ·27. 1985 Hilltop
to each and every ill in the Black
editorial entitled ''Revolutionaries ,community and the world - Jesus
Je>,r Jesus-Christ' ', Moore'was asked
Christ. ''
(

Continued from page I
desegregation, housing, affirmative
action, civil liberties, disabilities and
federal funding for juveniles.
Rev . Jackson said that education
!
., - continues to remain seg regated
because federal funding, and that the
United States is slowly returning to
a ''separate but equal'' policy.
''There are 22 areas where the
JuStice · · 'paitment haS uitdCrcut the
dream f Martin Luther King ,''
Jackson 'd .
'"
·
He . cit d two ex.amples of the
failure o Justice Department at. ,.tomeys who failed to represent Black
couples in Philadelphia who wanted
to live in ''white'' areas of the city.
Jackson stressed the fact that rewriting the affinnative action act will
cause massive demonstrations in this
country, and urged a meeting between. civil rights groups and the
Reagan administration .
Concedrning civil liberti es·,
Jackson cited examples of FBI agents
seeking otft immigrants living in this
country in an undesireable way.
Failure to monitor conditions for
the handicapped and lack of aid-for
juveniles with single parents were the
last two areas of concern.
~··
Marchers, spaced three people a
line, IOckecl. arms and marched froriy
the Justice Dep_arti:nent . Signs
demanding justice and i an end to
apartheid were carried Hy the group
of over 300.
After arriving, marchers assebled
\
in groups and formed a procession
around the front and side of tbe
building, while waiting for Jackson
to return .
Approximately an hour later,
· Jackson came out and announced
that he failed to meet with Meese and .
1
Meesc s secretary as planned. Instead
he was promised the arrangement. of
a future meeting, according to
Jackson.
•

•

cent as panelists.''

''The thing that's cruci in getting
a program across is the coordination
between the financial advisor, public
relations director and the program
person. To have posters and flyers
done successfully for P.R., the director needs to have information about
four weeks ih advance and money

Part of the problem can also be
contributed to the fact that students
want to see celebrities. Proof of this
can be found in the popularity of the
program, ''The Children of Black
Leaders." The reason for its success
was that ''it was a historical event."

must be in the account wherever
we're getting the printing dofte, '.' said

On the other hand, she reflected o n
the events surrounding the least successful j>rQgram. ''I attempted to put
on a . program dealing wit h violence
and crimes against women. There
were three organizations scheduled to
use the satne room that ni"&ht and no
one came to this one."

Alston .
Sound easx ~ not really.
''We've had some excellent programs with excellent discussions and
excellent panelists on the programs.
But I think t hey have been poo.rly attended. One thing our administration
feels st rongly about is that we do not
get the student participation that we
·need. I don't think students feel comfortable coming in our office and S:aying 'well why don't you do·a program
on so.- and so or such ar.d such.'

-'In an effort to get student t"eedback
on any program, surveys are given to
those attending so they can make
comments
or criticisms about the
•
program .

•

a .revplutionary for Christ said ''To
' . Christianity 'is not
' a
us our

Candace Campbell
Hilltop SJaff Reporter

philosophical notion . It's a one on
one relationship with Jesus Christ ••
he 5;2-id. ''We try to put principles ahd
notions of Christianity into practict.
If we are in these positions we're gonna act as men of God proclaiming
truth, justice and injustice. Thus our
programs have and will continue to
do that.''

With the aid of the Southland Corporation and the School of Business
and Public Administration (SBPA),
Howard University endeavors to promote Black businesses through the
opening of a Seven Eleven convenience store list December at Georgia
Avenue and Harvard Street.
After a year of negotiations, SBPA
secured a partnership with the
Southland Corp. at the beginning of
last year.
"I hope as students at a Black.
university our students are aware of
the need to su pport Black
business es,' · said Maurice Williams,
director of the SBPA 's Hotel/ Motel
Management P rogram. ''I only hope
the openin~ of the Seven Eleven
wil1 further their support of
all Black businesses."
Even though it is too early to
measure the store's success, Ronald
Hogue, the sto re manager, is optimistic about the business venture .
''Business has been good s in e~ the
students have returned. They have
been ve ry supportive of the store,"
said Hogue . ''Future plans include a
full deli that sliouli;i prove beneficial

''As we celebrate Martin Luther
King's birthday we need to understand this was the same Jesus he
believed in and was tlte motivating
force for·all he did,'' said Moore.
''As Martin Luther King's love for
lesus motivated him to.tight injustice
/i'as Howard s_tudents should do the
e. If we do 1n the p~o~r manner,
'}.;~- c.~n shake Americas founda ' ~·

Continued from page 3
Jyounkee Hardy, a Broa..1cast
Journalism senior, also stressed the
imponance of not wasting the educational opportunities given to today' s
Blacks.
..
'' I think we take.for granted all the
accomplishments that wtre made
before us,'' said Hardy .
''We must realizer that if it weren't
fot the Kings and Rosa Parks wh9
fought for equal rights, our generarion would not be sitting~ where we
would not be sitting where we are1 on
buses or eating where we eat at
restaurants.
''I've heard many of the foreign
stude nts here say we as Black
Americans don't take education
seriously and I agree,'' said Hardy .
''I look at the opportunities given
to me. by King's perservcrence, yet I
still must face the fact that in my field
of broadcasting, being Black and a ti
female is a double negative," she
explained.
''I feel Martin Luther King Jr. has
helped to crack open the door . It's
now up to me and the rest of my
generation to open that door a11 the
way.''

After repeating his comments
about honoring Dr. King properly at.,
the State Department, Jackson·
prepared to conduct the voter
registration a'nd food give away .
''We are demanding justice. If we
lose justice, we lose the impact of the
vote to administer the law,'' he said.
As Jackson spo e at the Justice
Department, sup · e'rs cheered him
on as he describ
how Dr. King .
celebreated his o
last birthday.
''On Jan. 15, 1968, I was part of
a group with Dr. King ~o celebrated
his last birthday," said J"ckson. ''He
had breakfast with his family and
then prayer. Then he c~e down to
the basement where he met with .his
staff to make plans for helping the
poor.''
,
Ja ckson said Dr. King · was
assassin.a~ed because he c hall ~ged
the pol1t1cal system of the United
States without physical force. ''.)-le
did not have any weapons or stand1ng
armies. He was just right . Theres a
lot of power in being right."
Continued from page I

Gray

HowARd ClosEs 7-ELEVEN DE4l

Scott. who also refers to himself as

Jackson

'

•

Hilltop Staff PhotO&l&pbcr/Barry Love

Fu·t ure Plans

Continued from page 1 .

'

number of programs we can:·do and
there are other kinds of physical con.straints ... ,'' s~id the director .

'

•

...

Naturally there's a limit to the

Alston.

"We try to use people o~lrican des-

Hilltop Staff Reporter

•

discuss,'9'~

'

•

to st udents in search of a quick
meal .''
Profits earned by the store will be
.donated to SBPA by the Southland
Corp. to support the scholarship
fund and the implementation of new
programsTThe proposed scholarships
will be. ~warded to st udents on the
basis of acadmic excellence and interest in the field. One program
which is still in ttie planning stages,
'wou ld allow selected interns the opportunity to obtain hands on ex.perience in the managerial processes
of establishing and - maintaining , a
business. Another program under
consideration would provide those
students with an interest in franchising experience in that area. Dr.
Milton Wilson, Dean of SBPA, said
th_e storeuld give students the chance
todevelooeentrepreneurship abilities
will be de-v.eloped. All proposed programs are directly related to the profitability of the store .
The Southland Co rp ., which put
approximately $350,000 intO the const ruction of the store, will Use the
sto re as a major training center for
its other stores ' said Ted Farmer,
area manager for Sout hland Corp . A,.
spokesperson for the corporation,
Robin Young, said that it ·was
Howard' s progressive attitude its

.

'

I'

/I: f , - l , If
.... ....

... - \f'' tp
'

Eight Howard students are currenrly employed at the store. Students
interes1ed in possible employment
should contact
Mr. Hogue on the
.
stores premises.For r.hc Howard ~ommuntty the
store will be operati ng o~ a seven
days a week, 24 hour basis .

.

I

,(IP

1

•.,..,

by fai,th, courage, love, discipline,
and commitment to excellence you
can achieve everything."

I

A ·sixth-grade representative from · :
the District's Gage Elementary I
School, Andre Greenfield, made a :
presentation entitled, A Map For All ;

(King) believed everyone
should have the rii;ht to live without :
prejudice. He will never be forgotten
by Americans." •
I

•
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students that iniated the partnership. ,
''We knew Howard had been promoting ret3.ii and entrepreneur training for its students, and we felt the
store's presence in Howard's community would be a major resource .''
The partnership, the fir~t of its kind
ror Southland, if SUC'IE_SSfu l will be
replicated in other protosed stores.
Because Ho.w ard's involvement inthe convenience store market is
relatively new, student employment·
is on an individual .basis, and is not
associated with the University's
financial aid or internship programs.
Full or 6art-time employees will
receive sf~rting salaries of four
jollars per hour, as well as benefits
which include credit union eligibility, d~fltal and group health programs. After an employment period
of at least one year, an employer will
have the opprotunity to buy interest
in the corporation through profit
sharini.
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Dr. Martin
,
. Luther King, Jr. t

King's Li.
f
e
,
Commemorated

Students Reflect
on a Legacy

Hill1op Staff Rcponcr

"BeCause of Blacks leaders such as

Beverly Hunt

King, I feel I have to go to schOOI,
and I have to help myself to improve

Hill1op S1aff Reporter

Thanks to nearly 16 years of cf·
forts by crusaders, Americans will
celebrate the first official observance
of the birthday of Manin Luther
King Jr. on January 20.
The Manin Luther King Holiday
not only celebrates the work of the
slain civil rights leader, but. it is also
the only one of ten national holidays
to pay tribute to a Black American.
The holiday was establishe4 by a
law that was introduced by Congressman John Conyers Jr.
(Michigan) in 1968. The law was
enacte4 on November 2, 1983.
The iaw sets aside the third Monday of January as th'e official federal
holiday honoring King.
According to the act, ''the holiday
should serve as a time for Americans
to reflect on~tbe principles of racial
equality and nonviolent social change
espoused by Manin l,pther King Jr.
President Ronald Reagan signed
legislation creating the Martin Luther
King Jr . Federal Holiday C-OJl!mi.ssion on August 27. 1984 to assist in
the observance of this holiday.
Memb<lrs of the King family,
friends, and supporters of King from
all walks of life fought for this holiday honoring him . Many may recall
ttle rallies held in Washington. Others
may still hum Stevie Wonder's
''Happy Birthday, Martin.''
'.
King's birthday celebration, said
Coretta Scott King, ''should focus on
encouraging i'mprovcd race relations
as a means of unifying America in the
cou111eyofEbony Map.ri11111 spirit of his dream .''
.
. .
Even though a federal holiday has

my lifestyle,'' Vierra.
I
As a fourth year dental -student at
HoWard's School of Dentistry, J.p.
Martin expressed his belief that
King's work cncowagcd' Blacks to go
even further in education than they
ever have before.
1
'The celebration of King's birthday this year is an achievement most
important to the Black race,'' said

,

Martin Luther King Jr. once said
that every man, woman and child is
responsible for his or her own
freedom. He also lived a life that ensured that the struggle for Black's in
this country wOuld be made easier.
Eighteen years after his death, the
i strugglc for equality continues. The
fight ·goes on against. racisfm and _M@l1.!n!_
poverty. A new generation o young
Blacks arc around, and one wonders
wh~ther. today's students at Howard
Uru~crs1ty are aw3!e . of and apprec1atc the commitment towards
justice set. before us by forefathers
such as. K1n.g.
.
. ~elv1n Vierra, sophomor~ maJ';>r~ng tn Zo?lo~y, told how. Ktn~·s l1~e
influenced ~ts _pres~nt s1tua~1on in
ter.~s of 1 fin1sh1ng his .e ducation.
Ma~ttn L~ther King st~ed. a
revolution which helped us 1dent1fy
with ourselves," said. Vierra:! ''He
'brought out the best 1n Black' peopie.:·
'
.
Vierra feels that because ~f King,
'Bla_c ks are finally able to bel1~ve that
white people are not super1qr and
that Blacks have been showh that
th~r can overcome any o~s!acle~.
. w .e n~ed ~strong gu1d1f!g l1g~~
li~e Ki~g to instill that esteem 1n us,
said Vier~~·
.
I~ ad~1t1on_ to attending H~ward
Un1vcrs1ty,_ Vierra work,s at Kinney
shoe store 1n .the downtown ~ca to
help pay for his_colleg~ educauon. He
admitted feeling discouraged at
times, but feels the influence of people like King responsible for his present ootimisni.
#

•

'

'

_ _
_
. Mani~ explained how King's role
1n changing the attitudes of the na. tion helped today's young Blacks in
,!_l~ainiIUI pro_fessiopal status.
''King's movement has brought
about changes that have granted me
the opportunity to obtain an educastion to a doctorate level ," said
Martin . • ~
I
Martin told of his experience coming from educated parents who cxpected him to achieve even further.
·''Because of the improved lifestyle
afforded to ,Blacks, my folks were .
allowed tp Compete for the same
good jobs that any whit~ would have
in Chicago. This gave them the
chance to help me through schopl ·
financially. 11
Martin pointed out, however, that
students who are fortunate enough to
ha"ve the financial backing fro~
home ca nnot be content with
mediocre achievements.
''We must still put in the hours,i•
said Manin. ''We're given the chance
to achieve. What is done with that
chance is up to :'lch individual.''
Continued on page 2

· Local/National
Newswatch
,

,

•

Ric hmond, V A--The historic administration Or Democrat Gerald
Baliles began January 11, when he
was sworn· in as Virginia's 65th
governer along with the state's first
Black lieutenant govemcr and its first
woman attorney general.
Baliles succeeds Governor Charles.
Robb who is credited with engineering ihe successful democratic sweep
of state-wide offices in November .
Lawrence D. Wilder, 54, a Richmond attorney and the first Black
elected to the state senate, was sworn
in as the state's first Black lieutenant
governor .
Mary Sue Terry, 38, was sworn in
as the attorney general becoming the
first woman to hold a state-wide office in Virginia.- ·
The Baliles administration promises to emphasize education,: a
strong economy, conservation of
natural resources, law enforcement,
and transportation.

•

•

11

tieen established,

Freda Satterwhite

West Lafayette, lnd .-- Purdue
University is banning the ''nude
Olympics'' l:>ecause letting students
run naked on a winter's night is a
health hazard and presents an improper image of the big te'.n school,
the university's president said ..
The event began as a prank by
male students in the late 1950s when
''streaking'' was a fad.
Since then, it has become a wintertime tradition for both men and
women on the campus.
The impromptu event occurs late
on one of the coldest nights of the
winter, when wind chill temperatures
fall around SO degrees below zero.

Washinston--The
Internal
Revenue Service has the names of
750,000 Americans who have
defaulted on $1.6 billion in student
and other government loans and
·plans. And the IRS plan~ to deduct
ashington--Amtrak, facing a 10.S the money from their 1985 tax
rcent reduction of federal sub- refunds, the administration Said.
Of the peole involved, 657,894 had
idies, cut back 01' its passenger rail .
rvice Janunary 12 and its officials defaulted on student loans which,
ear new deep blidgct cuts could with interest, totaled $1.3 billion.
Other loans came came from the
ankrupt the railroad.
Wh ile no lines are being Small Business Administration, t.he
liminated, the railroad is ·reducing Department of Housing and Urban
he number of runs on several lines. Development, the AgriCulture
Amtrak officials said eliminating Department, and the Veteran's
federal subsidies, a move so far rc- Administration.
"ccted by .congress, would kill the
railroad because it can only cover 60
percent of its expenses with ticket
Washington--Thrce-fourths of
sales.
·
'
The railroad cannot eliminate young Blacks, nearly three .million,
operating routes and lay off workers were high school graduates 10 1984,
to save money because it would be Continuing a strong trend from 1967,
forced to pay stiff labor penaltie! when only 56 percent of young
under existing coritract agreemen!:. Blacks gri!lduatcd, according to the
census bureau.
•
•
Still the percentage of Black high
. Washington--The first estimate of school.graduates lagged behind white
t~e.economic impact of AIDS in the graduates which rose fr~m 78 percent
United States shows the first in 1967 to 83 percent tn 1984.
10,000victims will cost $6.3 billion in
hospitalization and lost income.
As of January 26, 16,138 cases of·
AIDS have been reponed. ·Of these,
Washington--The readiness of the
8,220 have resulted in death .
nation's reserve and nationlil guard
forces could improve with a few
changes in the wa~ the Pentagon
Los Angeles--Mefut>ers of the vice sends gear to the utlits backing up
president's staff are purs'uing an ap- regular troops, a congressional study
. pcarance by vice president George suuests.
Bush as a crime-fighting sidekick to
Alternatives include sending new,
Miami Vice stars Don Johnson and equipment first to units whose
Philip Michael Thomas.
· readiness would improve the most by
· Buol!'s real life role as head. of a the addition of the new gear .
drug-smuggling task force that tries
Curr"'!tl)I. about half the army
to preventnarcotics from entering the combat lill!ts and 70 percent of the
. . United Slates through Florida gave active support and service units have
his press office the idea for an ap- reserve backups. However. equippearance on the hit show.
ment shonages limit their readiness
The show has .previously featured and more than 90 percent of the back
personalities not usually associated up units wc"rc recently classified as·
with television dramas, including not combat ready durina: a scenario
. convicted Watergate burglar G. Gor- for a European war because of equip-,
don Liddy.
·
·
ment shortq:es.

•

further !qialatit)o
will have to be polled at the llate and
local leveb for holiday oblerv1nca,
and ba'.nk closinp.
Curr~ntly, more than 2' states,
"several cities and.the nation's_capital
have a legal holiday honoring IClnl·
Major celebrations are bclnl
planned around the nation. and
around the ·world to honor Kini·
National events include a tclevilion
special honoring King, week ~
festivities sponsored by the Martin
Luther King Jr. Center for No!'·
violent Social Change, located m
Atlanta, Georgia, and seminars at the
colleges and universities centerina
around the principles of nonviotence
as a means to progressive social
change. ·
A bust of King was unveiled
January 16 in the United States
Capitol Rotunda. There will be exhibits and programJ at local libraries
throughout tl)e nation.
Many states and cities will issue
proclamations honoring King. Others
will dedicate streets, parks, statues,
and ponraits of hi111.
.
The M.a rtin Luther King Jr.
Federal Holiday Commiaion also
suggests that individuals fly the
United ' States flag, ' •ttffn on
automobile lightS at noon on January
20, or take some family ,action to
assiSt the less .fortunate in the
community.
,
.
.' :
Locally, the secon,d· annual Dr.
Martin Luther King·, Jr~ Student ·
Leadership Conference will be held
January l~ -20 in th~ District.
A live concert tribute to King starring Stevie Wonder Will be held
January 20 at the Kennedy Center
from 6-8 i>.m.
•'

Highlighting Dr. Kin.g~s Life
•

,

"

Bapt:st Church in Montgomery, .
Alabama, following in the footsteps
or his rather and grandfather who
were also Baptist ministers.
King received his PhD degree from
Bostop Universi ty in 1955 . .
His mj,l{r.i;s.ge _jn 1953 to, Cgr.e tta .
·
·
Scott; a studtnJ at the New England
King achieved
much
for
Black
. h 'I . h
.
·· C o nserva1ory .o f Musi
· ' c , produced
h
h
peole t roug his P l oso v of non- rour children, Yolanda Denise, Marviolence. He exposed raCiai injustice tin Luther III, Dexter Scott and Berand gained the enactment of civil nice Albertine .
••• ·,
rights laws before his untimely death
The civil rights' movement w3S
at the age of 19.
sparked on December I, 19SS when
King was born on January 15, 1929 Rosa Parks, a Black woman, refusin Atlanta, Georgia. He entgered ed to give up her bus seat to a white
Morehouse Col lege at the age of 15 person. After he arrest, King led the
and received his BA degree in 1948 . Montgomery Improvement AssociaHe received his Bachelor of Divini - tion wl,J.ich was formed by Blacks to
ty degree from Crozier Theological boycott the b"uses .
Seminary in 195 I. In 1954, he became
During the course or the successful
full·time pastor of Dexter Avenue 381 -day boycott, King was arrested

Martin Luther King Jr . for 13
years led an American civil rights
moverrient to end Seg regation from
the Montgomery bus boycott in 1955
until his assasination in 1968 in Memphis, Tennessee.

,

and his home was bombed. The
boycott led to a Supreme Court decision outla)Ving segregated seating on
public buses.
King organized and: was elected
president of the; Southern ,Ch,ristian
Le~ders~ip C<1,nfe~qtce in .1957., He
also authored several books and lec·
tured extensivelf.
· . ·
''
On September 20, 1958, King was
stabbed by Izola Curry while
8utographing · his book , Stride ·.
Toward Freedom: The Montgomery
Story, in Harlem.
King returned to Atlanta to copast"6r the Ebenezer Baptist Church
"with his father. This became the base
for his nonviolent campaigns in the
South.
- King supported sit-in demonstrations by Atlanta students in 1960 pr~
testing segregated lunch counters in
the department store. H~ and many

students were arrested.
He encountered Southern white
racism again in 1963 when he moved
to end segregated lwich counters and
hiring practices: in Birmingham,
Aloh•m• He wro~h;, famous "Lct• , IR"1
1118 . """~""'~w'h''•
~-- •. y he
was incarcerated t ere.
·
Later "l hat. ,1¥e&r·, .. thou~ands or
King's supporters joined with him in
the march on Washington, where he
gave his ''I have a dream'' speech.
King was awarded the Nobel Peace
Prize in 1964.~
In 196S. violence at a march in
Selma Alabama prompted President
Lyndo~ Johnson to introduce vqting
rights legislation lo Congress.
While in Memphis, Tcnnes"'"'se"'e to
support a sanitation worker's strike,
King was killed by. James EMI Raf on
April 4, 1968 while stand1n1 on the
balcony of the Lorraine Motel.

·lc!Tf"-Birm'
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ubilee
purpose of achie~cment. The FraterFrom the east to the west and , Black Student Leadership Con- Ca.inc, Marcu.s P. Blackmore, Henry nity would seek 10 raise the 1iahts or
beyond--from Korea to Germany-- all ference, and Kappa Week.
.
T. Asher, J oho Milton Lee, and Blacks youths and stimulate them to
of Kappa · Alpha Psi will be
On January 5, 1911 Elder Watson George Edmonds. Kappa Alpha Psi accomplishments hiaher than miaht
celebrating the fraternity's Diamond .Piggs, a 20-year-old student, led a became the first undergraduate col-' otherviwe · be realized or even
Jubliee in a: year of special activities group of 10 Black colleaians in for- lege fraternity to be incorporate4 by imagined.
aimed at honoring the organizaton's ming a fraternity at Indiana Univcr- Blacks as a national body.
Among the ranks of prominent
75 years of existence. The highlight sity. The Fraternity could not use
It was made clear at the outset that Kappo men are five members or Conof the year's Diamond Jubliee ac- most or ihe sc hool's facilities, the Fraternity would not warm over ·gress: Walter faauntrof, Louis
tivities will be the 67tb 1 Grand residence halls, or dining rooms. But principles of 'practices of other Stokes, Marvyn Dymally, John C-OnChapter Meee.ting to held August limited only be their imagination, organizations. Nor would the Frater- yers, and Georae Crockett. Other
10-IS in Indianapolis/ Bloomington, , they pcrservered, forming a bond nity seeks its members in the manner notable Kappa men are: Thomu
Indiana where Kappa men from that would expand, flourish, and pro:' of othcrr known Greek-letter Bradley, Anhur Ashe, Bria. Oen.
everywhere will ''come bacK to where duce,
75
YEARS
OF organizations--through honorary Daniel ~happie' James, Wilt
it all began ."
ACHIEVEMENT.
membership and from the sons of Chamj>erlain, Lerone Bennett, Jr.
Xi Chapter, located here on the~
The ten illustrioUs founders arc wealthy familiCs, or families whose and Gale Sayers.
campus of Howa.r d University will Elder Watson Dibbs, Byron K. Ann- social positions would give them
have its own celebration to be filled strong, Guy L. Grant. Ezra D. Alex- prestige. Reliance would be laced W. Morris Mobley
with commemoration, dedication, andcr, Edward G. Irvin Paul W. upon hi•h _Christian ideals ind the Polemarch, Xi Ch
and religious service. The brothers
and sweethearts of Xi Chapter invite
the Howard f..:>mmunity to join.them
at Rankin Chapel on Sunday,
January 19 at 11:00 a .m .
, CARRY OUT & TABLE SERVICE
Xi Chapter is continuin~ to achieve
,
in the area of public service both on
1829 COLUMblA ROAD, N .W.
campus and throughout the Black
WASHINGTON, D .C . 20009
community. In August, Xi Chapter
745-7495
'
along with other area chapters
prepared and served as marshals for
the largest demonstration and rally at
•
the South African Embassy since the
.CaU In .... _ llld food will be reedy
10 INCH
14 INOf
beginning of these in November,
SMALL
LAROE
1984. Xi Chapters also contributed to
PLAIN with Oteese &: Tomato .. .. ........ . $3.SO
SS.I,
a ''Salute to Black Mayors and Conwith One Topping .... . ......••.... $4.15
gressmen'' that was held on the steps
$6.00
"
of the Capitol. Other seminars and
with Two Toppings . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . $4 .80
$6.BS
programs held last fall were Dr.
with Throe Toppings ......•.. . . . ... SS.4,
$7.70
Faulkner's Hypnosis Seminar, Black
with Four Toppings .... .' .•.. . .... . . '6. 10
$8.55
Brothers in Business, Speed Reading
or with Evaytbing . . ....... ... . . . . $6.SO
$8.87
Lecutre, Frc~hman Orientation Survival Kit, D.C. Voter Reaistration
. .
..
rld,_,F•••*"T.11'••:1';;
1••M•s•1 wr•F'*"Glwll
Driv'<> Project Harvest Food Drive,
Jllji I
1 and a Halloween party for children
• A•. I • • • 0 ':•· .• " • . . . . . .,. ...... CAI
•
at H.U. Hospital. The Guide Right
.•
Program, a youth-development pro·PLAIN PJf,U
IW 1llE
- SLICE-~
aram, has been active in tutoring and
••••••••••~••••••••••••••••••--••••••••,•A•••p~--~~-..--'""•••••••••••••••~--~.............
raisins the siahts of youth at the Sojourner Neqhborhood Youth Center.
•
The brothers csconcd the children to
a Howard football game and purchased toys for them at Christmas.
The Spring semester awaits the An·
c.c.,,.~.--.
nual i4-Hour Dance Marathon,
Black Student-of-the-Year Pagean~.
11
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.African·'s ' Hail
M.L~ King

•

•

•

Accordin&.to Akiyemi, as ~ US's

•,

BLACK

•

WORKERS
TAKE THE

•

commitment to human nahts is
highly respected by the world com-

FuaWako Dlamlal
Hilltop Staff Reporter

munity, ''it would be unfortunate fo!

•

•

US not set an example by condemn-

· At.an occassion to mark Dr. Mar- ing apartheid through stron1
tin Luther King Jr.'s, birthday, at · economic sanctions.''
Still on the issue of human riahts.
Howard, , Wednesday, . Nigerian
Foriean Minister Dr. Bolaju Akiyemi Akiyemi said his government is fully
described Kins as a man who was ful- committed to h~man rights. ~rr/

LEAD!

BUR·Y
APARTHEID!

•

ly committed to the dignity of all ding to Akiyerm, the Bal>angida IOministration amona other sa-eral
mankind.
~
Akiyemi said King's pursuit in pro- human rights gestures it has 'actecting human dignity did not only complished was releasiDi of more
''shape the American frontier, but than BS percent of Niaerin i;><>litical
alsil set an example throughout the detainees ''who are victims of

SPART ACI ST

world that to respect human rights
must be eo«ry individual's priori.ty. ''
''Therefore in America tOOay,
everyone of us must strive to over·
come any form of racial dcscrimina·

previous administrations.''
.
He went on to say bu government
has created a Judicial Review Panel

for human rights,'' Ak.iycmi said
apartheid is based on ''contempt for
life.''
"As~ng was against any form of
prcjud c, l'in not hcsit.&ting that if
he·wo d be among us today he can

My govcmnlcn.t is trivinl t~ ~te
a ''new Nigeria'' th~t is corruptless ;.. ,'' said Akiyemi.

adm · stration to impose !trons and
effective sanctions on South Africa .

••Although no government can
wash its hands when , it comes to

•

to investigate any violation of human
rights by the state.

tion or bigotry ,I.hat still exist in some · Also, Criminal and' Penal codes
that will ''track-down any form of
of us," Akiyemi ~d.
Calling South Afnca a ''contempt corruption'' have been 'created.

\

J

(

l)

,,

'

condi;inthis evil system," ~e said.
Aki
i appealed to the Reagan

•

•

....•

United States must play an effec.
tivc role ...

'

btCausc America has

an

obligation to end apartheid." he said.

•

Speaking of Freed~m of th~ Press

in his country, Ak1yemi said the
pressis an important ''orpn'' that

must be respected by all governments
of the world.

human rights, the press freedo~
should not be abridged ... The press "
the watchdog of every g~vemmcnt.

•

Pro1~s1crs al !he South African Emf>assy voice their discontent with Apartheid .

Embassy

Joins

Protesters

Don't Forget

•

•

Get

~

,

The leader of the Free Soulh

punitive sanctions.''
According to Tutu, the punitive
sanctions will force all foreign companies to ''move out'' of South
Africa .
''In SOuth Africa today we are left
,_with three options: to end apartheid
"'Dy using Violent means, voting out
t~e-gOveiiime'fit " fn PQwer through
..legislative means or press economic
sanctions. I' m for the latter.'' said
Tutu .
·
Among other things mentioned in
the ''Freedom Letter'' stateS that :

Africa Movement, Randall Robinson, gave Tutu a ''Freedom Letter''
signed by one million Americans
pledging an end to South Africa's
vicious policies of racial separation ,
and white dominance, that Tutu is
expected to present it to the Pretoria
~overnment as a ,sign of protest .
- Speakihg at the occasion that was
also attended by D.C. Mayor Marion
Bary, Tutu said if American compilfl.ies that do business in Suth Africa
will not ''push'' the south African
government for major reforms, by
Maren 31, ''I will announce for

American people. The American people know that apartheid is a crime
aga\nst human soul.::••
Evangelist Jerry Falwell, who paid
a visit to South Africa !ale -last year,
on his return he denounced Tutu a
''phony'' and· not representing the
majority of black people in South
Africa.
In his s
ch, Tutu not mentioning Falwcl by name, called him an
''apolo~st of apartheid'' He went on
to s<i.y, -:/•• hat particular gentleman
sent m a ong telegram of apology' '
but acco tling to Tutu, it was a ''left-

(

Funwako Dlamini

\

Hilltop S1aff Reporter

-

During his three-week tour of the
US, that among other things include:
prayer.and fund.raising campaign for
the South African Council of Churches Emergency Relief Fund , Bishop
Desmond Tutu , 1984 Nobel Peace
Prize winner, last week joined more
than 3,000 antiapartheid protesters at
the South African Embassy .

"Jerry Falwell does not speak for the

handed apology."
· Tutu appealed to western government in general and the US in particular, that if apartheid is to be ended, •• It is imperative that we exercise
economic pressure on Pretoria ... "

According to Tutu, if US finds it
imperative to apply ..sanctions on

•
••

Africa where at least 14 whites have

been killed.
''You arc askins for 14 whites who
have lost their lives. What about the

••

more than a thousand blacks who
have been murdered ... '' said Tutu.
Also speaking at tbi• Ult8asion,

Mayor Barry told the ang~ .
Libya, Nicaragua and Poland, "why testers, that he will soon rename the
not in ~outh Africa ./'
section Of Massachussctts Avenue in-

•

'"""'
The Hilltop

He afso called oj.f.1hc ''disinforma- front of the South African Embassy
tion'' that is circ\(lating in the US that after the jailed Azania nationalist
blacks in South Africa are against leader and his house-imprisoned wife
economic sanctions . According to ''Winnie and Nelson Mandela
Tutu, more than 70 percent of the 27 Avenue.''
million blacks, Coloured (mixed race)
Accordins to Barry, this will be a
and Indians are for sanctions.
reminder to the South Afri.c an Emtu charged that it is unchristian bassy personnel whenever they
o the United States to fail to impose receive their mail that ''their governst ng economic sanctions on what ment must frede the. MandClas . ••
_ , called, ''a terrorist system of apar''If they will not use the 'new adtheid'' while threatening to impose dress' they m~t make it a poi1;1t that
· sanctions on other countries.
their mail will be lost,'' said Barry.
Later at a press conference. Tutu
Among those arrested was Ribbi
responded angr~y at a reporter who
said he was a ''terrorist supporter'' David Saperstein of the Union of
Tutu said that he never supported American Hebrew Congregations
violence. 'The reporter was asking and singers Peter, Paul and Mary
Tutu to denounce the latest terrorist who earlier led the crowd in singing
incidences which took place in South ''Blowing in the Wind ."

•

-•

.

for
-

Valentine's Day.
•

'•
•

THE

GENERAL

\

- ASSEMBLY

ELECTIONS

COMMITTEE

\

welcomes all persons interested.in running for the offices of

•

BUSA PRESIDENT·/VlCE PRESIDENT,
UNDERGRADUATE
•

•

"

'
•

· TRUSTEE
or GRADUATE
,

'

to pick up petitions in Room --1-29, Blackburn University Center beginnin~ Tuesday, January21 through Friday,
January 24, 1986 'between: 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
·
1
•

,

<

,

ALL PETITIONS

must be returned to Room 129, Blackburn University
Center no later than 5:00 p.m.
.
.
on Monday, January 27, 1986:

)

•

•

.-

ALL Student Councils are expected to participate in the ' electoral process . with candidates .for. offices
from
your schools. The DEADLINE to submit the names of prospec.tive candidates
for Student Council
.
.
Offices is February 5, 1986
by no later than 5:00 p.m. to ~he Student 'Activities Office, Rm. 117 A,
.
••
Blackburn Center
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~
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***********************Volunteers

•

Needed********************
.
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For more information. please come by Room 129, Black.b urn CenterN
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Living together with someone for the first
time can be an ''educational" experience.
· And living with a long distance company
isn't any different.·Because some companies'
may not give you all the services you're used to
getting from AT&T.
For instance, with some companies you have
to spend a certain amount before you qualify for
their special volume discounts. With some
others, voice quality may vary.
But when you choose AThT, there won't be
any surprises when you move in. You'll get the

same high-qu(!.lity, trouble-free service you're
used to. •
With calls that sound as close as next door.
Guaranteed 60o/o and 40% Q.iscounts off our Day
Rate-so you can talk during the times you can
relax. Immediate credit for wrong null!ber8. ,
Operator assistance and collect calling.
So when you're asked to choose a long distance company; choose AT&T. Because whether
you're into Mozart or metal, quality is the one
thing everyone can agree on.
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Reach out and touch someone~
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'C..t9S.S AT&T Communications
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. WE'VE' GOT SOME DIFFICULT DAYS
AHEAD.
~
, BUT IT DOESN'T MATTERWITHMENOW ..
BECAUSE I'VE BEEN TO THE
MOUNT AINTO_
P.
.
.
I WOULD LIKE TO
LIVE A LONG LIFE; LONGEVITY HAS lTS
PLACE. BUT I'M , NOT CO.NCERNED ABOUT
THAT NOW. I JUST WANT TO DO GOD'S
"
WILL.
AND HE'S ALLOWED ME TP GO UP TO
THE MOUNTAIN. AND I'VE LOOKEO OVER.
ANb I'VE SEEN THE PROMISED LAND.
I MAY NOT GET THERE WITH YOU. BUT
I WANT YOU TO KNOW ... THAT WE AS A
PEOPLE WILL GET TO THE PROMISED
LAND.
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January 20th is unquestionably a very big day in the life
of Black America. It is on this date that America celebrates
the birthday of eminent civil rights leader the late Dr. Martin
Luther King, and perhaps even more importantly that white
America reluctantly acknowledges King's role in challenging
the moral fabric of this society and in helped to eradicate the
cancerous evil of institutionalized racism. With such a great
tradition to embrace, the celebration, pomp, and festivity
which surround this period is perfectly in order. However, the· ·
overwhelming emphasis on reflection and basking in the
memories of past accomplishments is a dangerous precedent
and a .costly digression, for their is· as yet much unfinished
business. In addition, the gains which have been made are not
quite written. in stone, for who can ignore the fact that the·
Bill instituting King's Birthday as a national holiday was signed
by a President whose Administration has sought to undo most
of what King had fought and died for. ,
,
As a National holiday, January 20th affords a very appropriate time to contemplate on the Man-King, the Movement, and the .sacrifices and accomplishments were the past
thirty years. As one would expect, there has been no shortage
in the number of glowing tributes to the hero of the former
'glory days'. This celebration will be incomplete however, if
this look ·backwards is not coupled by a contemplativ~ an·d
critical look at the current issues whjch face Black Americans.
The past can be a vital source of inspiration for the future,
however, dwetling on the past must never become,our main
preoccupation.
This present focus on the life and work of Dr. King, also
gives an-opportunity to re-examine the 'Dream' and to compare it with every day reality for Black Americans. Racism
in it's institutionalized forms is no longer a major factQr,
however, Blacks must face the more subtle and debillitating
forms of racism everyday. The passage of the Votin!! Rights
Act of 1964 has no\ yet been translated into political power
reflective of the size of the Black electorate. Poverty is still
as prevalent in 1986 as it was in 1966, while the levels of Black
unemployment has increased despite a decline in' the overall
unemplo}'ment rate. Large portions of the urban Black population still inhabit.areas of poor housing and rampant crime and
th~ large Black spending power has failed to be solidified into a strong economic base. These problems can only be solved by a commitment similar to that which was exercised by
those pf. the. Civil Rights Movement. It is anybody's .guess
whether or not this. kind of commitment still exists. Dr. King's
1ifc:Qmc W&J~odie~ in.a..st(gng.s,ell§e of commitmentjandpersonal sacrifice. Let's hope that this vital part of his lqiacy
•
may be · recaptured in the midst of Monday's historic •
celebration.
~

Andrew

Letters to The Editor

Sken~tt

••

honor of Dr. King, why is ihere no consciou's people should not shy away Force for the Consideration of the should be implemented, and get on
signs or monuments at HOward from their past and present but must feasitJility of (a) required coursc(s) in to the more pres.sing Wue of ''how••.
University to honor our t.<ro, and the take pride in themselves and unite for Afro-American Studies had been Yet, we know that we still have some
greatest of all--one whose light and their better and hopeful tomorrow- formed. The Task Force was com- "unbelievers," therefore we will take
virtue shines upon us to this day? Dr. as Dr. King dreamed.
..
· prised of 13 administrators and facul- time to ''illuminate the blind.'' We,
King did so much in his Short life for
_
! Be-njamin Arab, ty members, as well as, 13 studCnts. of the collective, hope that most
the socio-political emanrj,paton of the
1~
- It bad met up until Octobe 21 1985 students who decided on attendina
· d
1·f f
Mr. Arab is a Nigerian student in the
.
.
. r •
_
•oe
Black man, gave his ear I e or our graduate political science program. when 1t. was formally disbanded by Howard University choose it for
.cause and struggle for the enthronethe Chlllrman, Dr. Estelle Taylor. In more than the reasons of escaping
ment of Jove, justice, reason,
the Task Force's final report to Dr. white influences or because Howard
freedom and equality for all men, yet
Cheek, it will be recommended, along men and women are prime ''picks''
Howard University, both its students - -- - - - - - - - - - - w i t h other things, that the course be in the match-maker market. We hope
.adn staff never thought it wise and
I .)· interdisciplinary in nature, that most students wanted to more
judicious to celebrate the meaning of
Dear Editor:
although housed under no one fully understand the ''Black Exthis legend in ~a very special way. I
In the Spring of last year, the talk department (we believe it should be perience'' (which is also on Georgia
think·that it is proper to give honor around campus was about the im- under the Afro-American Studies Avenue); and because Howard, the
to whom it is due, and Dr. King plementation of a required, Department); 2.) that the Afro- ·so-called ''Mecca'' the ''Capstone,••
deserves a special and befitting hero's underaraduate course in Afro· American Studies Department and could provide a ftrst·rate education
welcome/ honor at Howard Univer· American Studies. This was an effort African Studies Dcpanments serve as while fostering an atmosphere of stusity. Or, does1it mean that we have generation by the Cathcart/ Jenkins research centers with the faculty of dying the history, culture, art, cct. of
no resepct for the great? Have we HUSA administration. HUSA can- each involved in the course; 3.) that Black/Africanpcople(Dowcassumc
forgotten the man, his dreams, strug- didates harangued bold statements in the course be pragmatic enough to in- too much?) We also hope that most
gles and self·sacrifice to bring us to its supports. Thousands of flyers form the student how Afro-American students don't take the rcsponsibiliwhere we are today, and to help make were stuffed under dorm rooms and history is applicable to his/ her ty lightly of passing on the legacy that
us what we arc in the world? Dr. King 2,SOO students signed their signatures discipline and career.
our foreparcnts struggled to ·keep
did not die because he wanted to, but in a statement of solidarity with the
alive. We hope none would ex.because be loved us more. And we as cause. Student representatives hotly
So, where do we go from here? Do tinguish the brilliance of Martin
a people should try to remember and debated the issue in the HUSA Stu- we allow this Howard University ad- Luther King, Jr., El-Hajj Malik
honor him for his noble actions for dent Campus Senate while a small · ministration.to design and implement Shabzz (Malcolm X), Idal ~. Wells,
our sake.
but dedicated Implementation Com- a course which will fit its fiscal and W.E.B. DuBois, George Jackson,
Howard University cannot uplift mittce met regularly to plan strategies academic specifications? Remember, ' Harriet Tubman, Marcus M. Garvey,
'
Editor-in-Chief
the nation without first uplifting the and lactics to garner support and ap- this is the same administration which Fannie Lou Hamer, (etc. for an eterspirit of our people. We should honor proval. There were actual signs on the proposed the ''evaluation'' (possibly nity!) We hope that most students
Carol D. Winn
the dead in a spcical way, especially horizonofHowarditcsmovingsliaJtt- the elimination) of the African can find the time to slip some con·the man who via his death paved the ly away from their (materialistic) Studies Research Center; the most sciousness into their CW'riculum; and
Managing Editor
way for our greatness, existence, sur- preocupation with ''Paisley Prints'' comprehensive African Research not protest that they are more conLanita Pace
vival, and gave us the dignity we toward a conscious affirmation of Center found 00 any historically cemed about ••graduation'' on time
rightly deserved as, human beings. We their Black/ African History. Black (or white) college campus. This \hen "education" of the right kind I
should celebrate his de8th, by setting However, with the chana;e o£seasons ! is the same administration which
What must you do? First, you
aside every April 4 to commemorate came a silence of the speeches, an nicely sliced a $20,000 budget cut must make a personal, conscious
Business Manager
E.btertalnment Editor
C.mpus Editor
• · the legacy Dr. King left behind--as a enormous void of almost all infonna~ from the Afro-American Studies decision about how you feel in
Jo nathan Matthews
Christopher
Powell
Purvctte Bryant
means to always remind ourselves of tion, a taciturnity in.debate, and lit- Department in 1984-85 which regards to the need for African/Black
who we are~ a people and the strug- tie active interest in students oraaniz- resulted in the dismissal and depar- students to understand the history of
Adl'ertislng
Maoaaer
Health
Editor
A••*•t. Clmpus-Edltor
gles that brdught us to where we are ing to keep the c&use alive. The qucs~ . ture of two of the most outstanding tleir people. Second, if you don't feel
Marian Dozier
Vernon Mo1low
T . Deni.IC Asbury
today in history. Also, we have to in- tion then arises like 1 'truth crushed to professors in the department (Dr. it's important, withdraw from
traduce a course at Howard Univer- the earth.'' What is happening about Colon and Dr. West). And on top of Howard University now, before it's
a required course in Afro-American that, this administration has almost too late and you lcam somethin1I lf
Clrcul1tloo M1n1pr sity to be titled: M~ RTIN LUTHER
Local/National Editor
'
I
KiNG, JR. SEMINAR~
Studies?
proposed the elimination of the en- you do feel it is important, then proJeffrey Tisdale
Freda Satterwhite
This course will be a dCgrec reIn response to that overriding tire department . by planning to misc yourself to take at least one
quirement to be taken by all Howard qu~tirin, WE, the conscious and col- ''relocate'' the department to Sher- Black/African Studies course before
Students, both Undergraduates and lective individuals and or11niutions man Avenue (yes, that is the old you graduate from Howard UniyerProduction Director
Editorial Editor
Graduates alike. This Course should of the Afro-American Studies PUSH 'School of Business!) so, that Afro- sity. Third, raise the issue amo111
Bridgetre.,-Lacy
,Andrew Skerri11
belong to the School of Humanities, CollCctive, SEND FORTH A CALL American Studies, like the s:tudent friends, associates, classmates, and
and has to be academically designed OF CONSCIOUSNESS TO ALL bodys state of awareness, could be organirations and ask them to do the
as an exploration of the philosophical HOWARD STUDENTS! Our reoio_Ycd from campus! Howard same. Photography
Editor
latttaatlonal Editor
development of Dr. King, the history
Primary 1oal is to see the implemcn- Stu\lentsl Arc we so entrenched in a
As we bonor Dr. King tbii nionth
Barry Love
uawiko Dlamini
of Black: struule and movement, and
tation of at. least (1) required course bliziard of apathy that we can't see and other heroes and bcroiDea in the .
the 's ocioloaical results and political
in the Afro-American experience ·•-· the -•-•-•~-·•
·
in
d
waa.
1UUUUlilluauOD may pve us
months to come, let us fell : 0 ber
l'mpl1'cat1'ons that finally led to Dr.
which is comprehensive scope an 1 ya1 "S
J 0 b"
he bol
·
· focus.
nqw Am . on t St wdi •e thatapooplewboforrttbeirh'nn
1•
Kl' ng'shcro1'cdcath.Th1'scourscw1·11
pcnetrauna
lD
e are deter- . ro
f
Af
...
AD lllncn-W-the ediloc an= read with interest thou&h 1pacc may not allow 111 to print eac:h one. Submil· a stud yo f the thcorieis of
a""-··-'- our (Well
lSSUC o.
ro- .t ,en.can
U esi
.._doomed
to retp ·t
:•. Let Ill bl Id
also rcqwrc
mined to -reach thia ..,.i-.._.
r
time t0
b
·
•-"
'·1
1
lioM lhwd bt typed and dou.ble-1pr.ced, and no ionaer than 500 word.I. The derdline ror lettcn is Mon- leadership. Black political thouaht.
objectives of infonnina and ep•itiza
• we are, s
Jn. a the waminp of our ucm1ton,;
day' p.m. Write: The Hilltop, 2211 ftllll1h Street. N. W ., Washiqtoci, O .C. The Hilltop r111net tbe and the pass•1c of the Equal D•·hts
·
d
body bile odvl ·
shovel!)
thia call of conscin>w1 ··1, and
•
._
1111
the
SIU
cnt
w
u
n
1
,
.
the-'·•om Of The c•o0e_>l1'-•1
•
riabt to edit sU 1ctten-to-tbe editor.
,
·
Bills. Students will be required to
and monitori111 the octivltjes of. all
4
read Dr. Kins's books and other
University tsodies created to desi&n
ll's time for res•i&m not ide• 1i•m. to of, ' JCnow Black History, Know
''Tk opnk>n1 oprCllCd on the EdjtorW pqc or T1te HUllopdonot ~reflect the opinion• or related materials. Finally, in memory
and implement such a course.
.
It's time for collective StralCIY not Tb Ys e I f. ' '
Hd'rard u•i•trrltJ, it1 admi6i1tratlon, tbt Hilltop Board or the 1tlldtat body.'' of Dr. Ki111, a monument will be
In an April, 198,munorandumto overwhclminaapatby. Wcsbouldbc
dedicated in his honor at a strateaic
Chris Cathcart, Dr. Jr-es E. Cheek put the poim where we have to~ The Afro-American Studies PUSH
.,._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,location at Howard Univenity. A
informed him that a Special Tuk "why" Afro-American Studtes Colkdl-el
•

Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr . was a us, he 1s the noblest, tne best, and the
gift to mankind arld like Socrates, he wisest of all . And he is one who
was the contemporary Gadfly sent to co mes close to Christ in Messiashipremind us all that ''the unexamined as a sacrificial lamb . ' ·I
life is not worth living ." The true
Howard Unive~sity as the largest
meaning of Dr. King's life and heroic black institution of higher learning in
death, and struggles is the celebration the United States should honor Dr .
of love, justice, freedom, equalit y Martin Luther King, Jr . in a very
and peace of mind and conscience, as special wa, and the students shoulP
well as righteousness-a life he believ- be encouraged to live out in . their
ed -in, lived and nobJ y died for . dailylives and activities th~ dream of
Socrates in Plato' s Phaedo , de_fin ed ,. Dr . King . Dr. James E. CheCk, the
''philosophy as a process o f dying President of Howard University said
and being dead' ', of which Henry · in A Dual Mission: ''Our interest is
David Thoreau described as ' ' living as much in uplifting our spirits as in
life deliberately ." Dr. King· lived to improving our minds'' (University
die and lived life deliberately so that Bulletin, p . 9). Ancfl igree that peo·
mankind will be saved and eman- pie look up to Howard University as
cipated from the shackles of brutish 11 a conscience of the nation in a way
and senseless enslavement, oppres- that by uplifting the' spirit of the.
sion, denial, and dehumanization . He Black race, it also uplifts the nation
very well realized the risks involved (U .S.) But how can Howard Univer·
in his dangerous dream, but like sity with its dual mission in mind
Socrates and Christ accepted death uplift .the nation without first uplif·
for its intrinsic rewards. Dr. Martin ting the spirit of the Black people? If
Luther king, Jr., like Socrates and the United states, could go beyond
Christ, is not only the greatest among politics to dedicate Januarv 20 in
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students can listen to his hean ... he
.will never be tired, he will neve{ be

--

'

•

[Tile~]

••

discharged like real patients.
can listen to his heart over and over
again.''
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the ·Health Sciences

Library · October 198S, Harvey is
a perm
nt part of th~ library and
is intended for- 'use by anyone having
a legitimate use for it.
There are currently 27 other
Harveys in the world, 24 of which are
in the United States, according to
Broadnax. Howard's Harvey is the
only one that has been made to represent a Black person.

•

•
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ealthlines

'
All of the computers wcre·created

•
Marian. Dozier
Hilltop Staff Reporter

by Dr. Michael Gordon, dir;ector of
the medical training simulation
laboratory at the University of Miami
where they are constructed upon re-

.

•

'-"-·

•

r

I

quest, bcgirining with the first in

1976. Gordon ·namcd them for Dr.

(HUH) cafeteria. The breakfast will be followed by a program

Proctor Harvey of Georgetown
University, an old professor of Gordon's who supposedly believed in

from 10 a.m. to 12 p.m. , providing information on admission,
financial aid, the medical curriculum and other topics of interest
to pre-medical students. Space is limited. Students should preregister at the Center for Preprofeksional Education, room 336,
Founders Library, or call 636-7232 for more inforfnation .

Hilltop Staff Reporter

.

A computer with an automatic
heart will help teach Howard U niversity medical and health students a few
things about heart disease .

Harvey, the Health Sciences
Library's cardiOlogy
patierit
simulator will, through example,
teach students how 10 detect and
therefore diagnose different types of
heart diseases .
~ccordini l to Dr .· Charles C urry ,

chief of cardiology at Howard
University Hospital, ''Harvey is the
rmest teaching tool that students who
are lea~ning about the physical ex-

--

'-

whatever pulse [represents) a [particular] disease, Harvey's pulse will

Harvey, whose appearance is very have the classic pulse of [that]
similar to that of a real human, has disease," Duncan added.
as hiS main purpose imitation of • · As a cOnscquence of working with
various heart disease sounds .
Harvey, students will ''develop their
ability to distinguish between difIn order to use him, a four-track
ferent heart sounds of various heart
cassette tape is inserted into a deck
diseases' ' as well as how the blood
on the side of the .table on which
Harvey lie~. There are 20 different - pressure changes from one disease to
the ncxf-; said Lavonda Brown, an
taJ:>CS which, according to Health assistant librarian .
Science Librarian Howertine Farrell
Duncan, represent 20 types of. heart
Before Harvey, students have had
~.~s.e ase pulses that Harvey can
to rely on human patients, bu1 as
1m1tate.
.
Broadnax no1es, ii is ''unrealistic for
''A doctor or student can choose
one patient with a rare heart disease
~hich~ver cassette they want to practo be checked by a hundred medical
tice with . When a cassette is put in ,
students. With Harvey, a hundred .

' ', , ·OFFI·C E ·oF ,·:s'.f lJ DENT
ACTIVITIES SURVEY
•

The National Cancer -~ tute, one of the National InstitUtes
of Health, offers its wide-ra ing publications about the disease
to both patients and the inte sted public frCe of charge. From
general topics like cancer e
inations, preVentive diet and nutrition and x-ray exposure to those on living with cancer, the leaflets
provide a wealth of information on a disease that this year will
strike
millions
of
Americans .
_
A listing of the available pamphlets may be obtained by w.riting
the Institute at: Office of Cancer Communications, National
Cancer Institute, Building 31, Room IOA18, Bethesda, MD 20205 .

•

Interestingly, the Harveys are cast
from the body of a ''real'' Universi·
ty of Miami medical student. That's
why he looks so re'al . ·

Harvey's Heart Teaches
amination of the cardiovascular
system can have.''

The library is planning to sponsor
a training program which would
demonstrate how he Works . Few people have used it so far . There is also
a slide presentation that accompanies
Harvey which will enable students to
read about the v3.riow diseases at the_
same time they are learning to distinquish between them .

-·

Although Curry approves of the
slide presentation as' technique, he
believes it should be as computerized as Harvey for ease in use . Still,
''students will be able to examine
Harvey as if he had certain types of
diseases that they won't be able to see
during the short time that comprises
their education as medical.,students, ''
said Curry.
._
~
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University health Services would like everyone--part1cularly the
women of Bethune hall--to know that the orange-colored rabid
cat that had been roaming around the area has been properly got ten rid of. ''Things are now under control so there's no reason
to get excited,'' said Administrator Col. McLain G . Garrett . No
one was bitten by the animal, thank goodness! for we've heard
about those painful rabies shots . If only for this r~ason, G~rrctt
said it is important to stay" away from stray animals, wild or
domesticated . That's advice well given and well taken .
•
•
In response to a major depletion of funds due to last year's
record number of national disasters, the American Red Cross wil
spon!K>r a nationwide ''Undisaster Day'' oh Jan . 22, 1986. Three
hitndred and fifty chapters will particip&\te in this effort to rai se
$20 million . ''We are trying--io create an >awareness tha1 the Red
Cross speqt a lot of money last year and is in deficit spending
now," .said spokesman Dave Goetz. Anr\:ontributions shouJd be
·sent to Red Cross I~ chapters or in the metro Washington area,
to the American R'ed Cross Disaster Appeal, P .O. Box 0120,
•

Washington, D.c. 20055 . Call 728-6475 for more information .
In addition to all this, local chapters will sponsor the ''Disaster
Shelter Environment," a program to be held in the General Services Administration's auditorium that will recreate the inside environment of a shelter. It isn't open to the public, but maybe you
can catch it on the evening news--particularly since Reagan and
other notables (including your. Health editor) were invited.

•

'

•

'

•
The Howard University College of Medicine (HUCM) will host
a breakfast for pre-medical college students on Saturday, Jan .
25, 1986, beginning at 9 a.m. in the Howard University Hospital

said Broaqnax.

•
has been on permanent display at the lil!rary since Octo~r 1985.

Grace Walers

•

''utilizing inno\·ative means to teach
the students who worked inder him,''

Julia Player . Health Sci en~ Library Media Librarian , demonstrates how ' 'Hat\·cy," the cardiology patient simulator, works. Harvey

••

'

The Howard University Ofr1ce of Student Activities'
will sponsor a two hour mini- conference presented
by the D.C. Office of Human :Rights and the U.S. Department of Education, Office for Civil 'Rights. This miniconference will _pro mote a better und..erstanding of our
civil ri~hts within the university community and the
community at large.
4. Student Rights
.Please circle the
Sexual
Against
number of the topics
Harrassment.
••
in which you are
5. Other Special pro. interested.
visions of the D.C. Office of Human
Rights as they regard
1. Discrimination in
marital status, perEmployment
sonal appearance,
· Based on race, color,
'
sexual orientation,
national origin, and
family
responhandicap.
sibilities, matriculation, political affilia2. Discrimination in
•
t1on, and other
Student Financial
sources of income.
Aid
.
6. How to file comBased on race, color,
plaints to the Office
national origin, and
of Human Rights ,
handicap.
and the Office of '
Civil Rights.
.3. 'Discrimination in
All members of the
.
.
.
Student Housing
umvers1ty communiand Other Student
ty are urged to comRelated Services
plete and return this
survey.

Harris pollsters recently commissioned by the Planned Parenthood
Federation of America found out what Americans think about
teenage pregnancy and its possible solution~ . They found un~ur
prisingly, that 84 percent of the 2500 A~er1can adult.s questioned by telephone 18\t August and September recognize teenage
pregnancy to be a serious problem and that most pare~ts can help
by increasing open communic;ation about sex and birth contro l
with their children. In addition, 78 percent would like to see.
messages about birth control on TV and 85 pe_rcent want sex 1
education offered in the public schools. Interestingly, by a two
to one margin 67 percent of those questioned favor laws requir·
ing public schools to establish links with family planning clinics
so that teens canlearn about and obtain contraceptives; this is obviously contrary to what the Reagan administration sees as in the
public interest. Look for an upcoming story on the Healt n'page.
-
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Next week: r.
Natural Hair
Care
'

'

.

'
•

AIDS: The· Documentary
·Marian Dozier
Hilltop Staff Reporter

' an Epidemic-''AIDS: Profile of
Update," a one-hour documentary
produced by WNET/ New York, airs
nationally on public TV Wednesday,
Jan . 22, 1986, at 10 p.m .
The show is an update of the
August 1984 documentary of the
same name that began to explore the
implicatiollj and origins of this
frigi).tening disease . In light of continually expanding information on
the disease, this show uses simple
graphics and plain language to address the hystetia about AIDS while
takiilg a close look at its severity.
The broadcast will be narrated by

-

actor Edward Asner (''Mar.y Tyler
Moore Show¥' ''Lou Grant'') anda
medical wrap-up segment with
medical experts moderated by science
journalist Jim Hartz. The follow.up
will feature Dr. James Curran of the
Center for Disease Control in Atlanta and Dr . Jeffrey Laurence of New
York Hospital-Cornell Medical
Center who will discuss issues ranging from transfusion-related AIDS
and fear of the disease's spread into
· the heterosexual community to
parental concerns of its spread in the
school ~ystem . The five original
AIDS patients interviewed in the first
•
documentary will also be mentioned, \
though three of the five have since
Edward Asner , host and narra1or .
died.
·
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·Lady Bison Outshine ·Aggies

Bison ·Defense

I

S1eph1nle Cosey

•

Bison on Monday .
'

Hill1op Staff Reporter

Beats Bulldogs

'

The Lady Bison played their first
conference game last Saturday. Led
by sophomore center Darlene Beale

•

•

This was to be a very aggressive,_
physical and intense.ball game. The'
teams were. '.tJ'latched up in statistics
with the L,a dy Bison averagina 72
points per game while Howard
averages 70.3 and th~Lady Bulldop
averaging 49. 3 rebounds while
Howard averages 48.8.

the Lady Bison took on the Aggies of
Notth Carolina A&T.

Darren Price

,

-

Hilltop Staff Reporter

The starting team for the Lady
Bison was sophomore guard Arline
Hector, sophomore forward Roslyn

•

,Carolina State 79-66 Monday night

''We took South Carolina out of
what they wanted tO do,'' said
Williamson. ''We have to blend ten
to eleven kids everynight to exhaust

at Burr Gymnasium because Howard

our opponents play."

played superb defense . (The Bison
which were led by senior guard Jeff
Willians (12 points, 2 rebounds) and
junior· fo rward Mike Hampton (14
points, 4 rebounds) have only allowed 67 points and for ced 14 turnovers

The Bison increased its defensive
pressure in the second half only after
it observed that South Carolina was
gradually closing in on its lead. The
Bulldogs relied on the inside game of

a game.)

Dounds) who pulled them within 1

The tlir:novers and steals which
Ho" 'ard c8used in the first half of the
game were a result of the zone trap
that it applied to the Bulldog ' s offense; hO\\'ever, they also made turnovers and fouls themselves.
'' \\' e wanted to pressure them in
the first hal f," said Williams . ' 'The
firs t half Y.'e used half court pressure
and in the second half \\'e played full
court man-to-man .' ''
·

point ,of Howard.

by forward Theodore A!lison's (12

half.

If you like a basketball game in
· which good defense is executed then

you missed Howard defeat South

'!

Bell, freshman guard Yolanda
Lockamy, sophomore center Darlene
Beale and junior guard Vikki

Kennedy.
As the two te s went head to
head, North Carolina A&T State
second quarter approaching, junior
guard Vannessa Graham was put into the game. At the half the
scoreboard read Howard 35-N.C.

Mack Joyner (19 points, 11 re-

A&T 42.

''We were not able to get a balanced attack because we weren't able to
make our shots outside," said South
Carolina State Coach Chico

•

1

.

When the second half goi underway, the Lady Bison came out aggressive and shooting. Within two
minutes the Lady Bison had made up
in points and took the lead with a
48-47 score. From then the score was
a see-saw batt'le. W-ith 1: 17 left in the
g~e N.C . A&T junior guard Marsha Oden fouled out. Howard's Lady
Bison took over the game . The final
score was 73-82 Howard.

Caldwell.

•• Jeff has been played hard for
us,'' said Coach Williamsqn. J admire him because he has always come
in and given his best.' '
While Howard was taking its opponent out its gilfle plan, they were
also executing their inside game and
fast break . With 2:05 left in the contest Howard upped its lead to 72-60
when ' guard William Stuart , raced
towards the basket arid suddenly
passed the ball to Willams for a
lay-up .
''We are getting better shape (in~
side game, fast break)'', said Hampton. ''The more games we play the
better we should be geting. "

The score stayed close throughout
the game', The defense of both teams
was tight not too many points were

took a slight lead. With the end of the

Howatd responded to South
Carolina's inside game by playing ag'gressive defense. Williams stayed
close to his opponent and prevented
him from scoring, while Hampton
deflected a pass, pulled down reSout h Carolina State which was led bounds and forced turnovers in the

points, 5 rebounds, 3 assists) long
range jump shots had its biggest lead
24- 18 over the Bison with 7:29 on the
clock, but HOward did not trail for
long . They . ca p·italized off the
Bu ll dog's turnoveTs by scoring from
the fast break and inside game .
In less than three minutes the Bison
cut SOuth Carolina's 24-18 lead to I
poi nt 31 -30 when Jeff Williams,
Robert Jo nes, and Earl Smith cored.
Fred Hill' s pass to Derek Caracciolo' s a lle)'·Oop gav( the Bison a
36-33 lead with -I : 2~ left in the half.
Coach A.B. Willi:imson expressed
his satisfactio n in the way hi s team
4
played def.ense.

South Carolina State was Jed by
. 6-6 Yi center Wanda Pittman and
senior guard Vonda Middleton.
Howard matched them up with 6-2
sophomore Darlene Beale and
freshman guard Yolanda Lockamy.

1

'

'

-

•

The McDonald's Player of the
Game was Darlene Beale for the second time . She finished the game
with 25 paints, 13 rebounds, S blocked shots and 1 steal. She was
presented with a certificate · and a
check will go into the University's
general scholarship fund under her
name .

,

lt was up to the Lady Bulldogs of

•

being put on the boards. With- :25 left
in the end of the game the Lady Bison

had a 56-52 lead, but the Lady
Bulldogs did not give up . When it
came d_gwn to the final :03 Lady
Bulldogs had the ball and they went
to the inside with Wanda Pittman going over the head of Darlene Beale
and sinking the gamC winning shot,
final score 58-56. The McDonald's
Player of the game was YOianda
Lockamy with 8 points, 5 rebounds,
4 assists ~nd 3 steals.

•,
•

anuary Basketball Schedule (Me
.nd Womeil)

•

2 lst - Coppin State College - Hom

25th - Delaware State College - Awa
9th - University of Marylan
astern Shore - Home

South Carolina State, the defending
regular season champions to stop a
two game . win streak pf the Lady

Darlene Beale (55), o ne of 1he pren1ier rebo unders in the nation, boxes out her opponents.

•

.

"
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Bison on
the 'Ball

Special Invitation
Invites You

•

'

Darren

"

Pric~

Hilltop Staff Reporter
"
.

The You~, Vibrant Student
Community of the Newman Center·
To Christ's Love Through
Friendship, Fellowship
and Worship!

,

Howard finall y ended a five-game
losing streak to its conference rival,
North Carolina A&T in what one

would call a battle royal . Howard,
which had dropped 10 out of the last
12 mat ches to the MEAC Tournament of champions the past four
years: raised its record· to 1-S overall

and 1-0 in the MEAC.
,

''

•

Robert Mcilwaine, Robert Jones

•

and William Stuart propelled th~
~ison

to a 67-59 victory over the Aggies . They used their defensive skills
and some solid rebounding into the
vict.ory. The;: Bison gave the Aggies
various defensive looks by playing
man-to-man and zone throughout the
game. With these defensive postures,
Howard managed to get seven steals,
and force 12 turnovers.

•

!Invites You:

Newman Center
2417 1st Street N.W.
On 1st Street Between
Bryant and Cha,nning ·Street

WHERE:

WHEN:

William Stuan exhibited great
poise as he played an excellent floor
game (13 points, S assists). His timely baskets and key passes helped
Howard maintain its lead.

Senior t·orward Robert Jones came
off of the bench and scored six of his
12 points with lay-ups and jump shots
which ,' provided the Bison with a
seven-point ICad (33-26) at the end of

Sundays at 11 :00 a.rn.

the first half.

-

'

.

...

Jeff Williams goes strong to 1he basket despi1e

''I used some ol my ablJJty ana

quickness on the inside,'' he said.
The Bison gained their biggist lead
64-51 with almost two minutes left on
the clock, on a Derek Caraciolo dunk

PHONE:

The Aggies, a team dominated by
freshmen, could not rely on its once
vaunted outside game. Aggie Center
Claude Williams scored 16 of his 21
points against Howard in the second

the. play of his center Robert Mell- adjusted their defensive game.
waine (15 pants, 5 rebounds) .

i

•

0

George Cale, A&T's latest Jong
1
''1 thought Mc1Jwaine played cu1 all gunner. gave the Aggies some scor~
in.g, but it was not enough to help the
·J around game,'' he sai~.

•

I
'

Father Russel L.
Dillard, Birectpr

Mcilwaine provided the team with
the inside game that has been lack·

ing this season. He made inside
jumpers, lay-ups and key rebounds in
the second half of the contest.

I
•

J

\

Aggies, cut into Howard"s lead.

played hard. ; 1

. -

which, Coach Williamson frowned
upon.

•

•

Why Not

Advertise
In
The Hilltop
•

,

'636-6866

At the end, Howard upped the
tempo and created a few turnovers

•

'

''I am not happy with the way we
got the victory," 1he said graciously.
We should have ron by between 16
and 20 points1 )',ut they (Howard)

Hampton in the middle of the lane.

.Howard Coach A.B. Williamson shots, tip-ins, and inside jump shots.
sa.td he thought Jones shot very weli It fazed Howard slightly, however as
and added that he was satisfied with minutes ticked off the clock the Bison

234-0983

Co,.·;; (32) presence;

following a pass from forward Mike

half, mostly on fade away jump
•
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General
Gentlemen your chanCc has arrived .

After numerous beauty pageants for

the ladies of Howard, it's our chance.
The Sophomore class. of the Liberal
Ans Student Council is sponsoring a~
Mr. Lew Contest. All interested
aentlemen should call the Liberal
Arts Student Council at 636-7009 or
Siln the list outside of Blackburn Rm.
108 before Wed., January 22.

Registfation for the Howard University Irltramural Basketball League
fund from Tuesday, Jan. 21 to Fri- ·
day, Jan. 24 at the Blackbum Center
R~reation Arca (Rm . LL33) 2-5
p.m. Cost: $5.00per player. The first
32 teams will panicipatel ! ! IBL Action starts on Jan . 27. For more infofil}ation call 636-7226.

We are urgently in need of reporters
for our International Section.
Knowledge of international affairs is
8: greater advantage. For applications, contact Funwako Dlam1ni at
tile Hilltop, Office, Jan. 17, between
2 p.m. and 3 p.m. and Jan. 22 bet·
ween 10:30 a.m. and 11 a.m. If you
cannot contact him at these times
don't hesitate to keep trying .~

TONIGHT P . St. , productions
presents.....
_
Krush Groovin' It
1°118 P . St., NW Just off Logan Circle Women Free uni11 11 :00 ! ! !
Videos!!! Non-stop party rockin' by
D .J L.A . Groove'' Be therC! !

"BACK TO SCHOOL JAM"
Blackburn Ballroom
Saturday, Jan. 18th
10:00 p.m.-2:00 a .m.
Damage $3.00
Tickets availabfeir\ Cramton
Student-Faculty
Sponsored by Senior Class Liberal
•
Used and wanted textbooks
Arts Student Council
The
Sophomore
Class
of
the
Liberal
Tim Jones
Arts Student Council is sponsoring a All tho!ie interested in coordinating
TAJ Book Service
Variety show on Jan. 28, at 7 p.m. th~ Black Arts Festival Spring
•
722..()701
STUDENT iri the Blackburn Ballroom. Anyone Fashion Show should submit proSUPPORT • A
interested in performing should call posals no later than Wed. Jan. 22. All
ENTERPRISE!!
I
the Liberal Arts Student Council 1at proposals should be submitted to the
· 636-7009 or sign the list outside, of- UGSA office (Rm. 110 Blackburn
Tlie Ladies of Alpha Chapter, Delta Blackburn Rm. 108 before Tuesday, Center)
For rpore info . contact Sonya
Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc . sponsor January 21. First prize is $100.00
Lockett of Marlene Wright

Bowl-a-than to benefit Tunica,
M.issisSippi, the poorest count}' in the

U.S.A. to be held on Sat., Jan.~ 1-3
p.m. in Blackburn Bowling Alley. All

'

•

•

What Is Ubiquity?

(63~.I§) .

What does ABC mean?
What is the Nguzo Saba?

Ubiquity is Here!!
,
Where: Forum. Blackburn Center
Event: Open House
When: Sun . Jan. 19
Time: 4 p.m.-7 p.m .
All interested persons are welcome to
attend . Refreshments will be served.

interested participants can pick up Com~ find: out the answers to these
pledac sheets in Bethune rm. 491 TO- .Questions and· more at: '
DAY Friday, Jan. t7·from 3-7 p.m. Ubiquity's Open House on Sunday
All levels of bowlers welc9me!
Jan. 19 in the ,Forum Blackburn
Cent.e r from 4-7 p.m.
The A.M.E . campus ministry is hav- All interested persons are welcome to

.ing its registration · drive. All in- 'attend. Refreshments will be served .
terested persons may pick up and fill
out a form at the chapel office in the
Carnegie Building. ·
ATTENTION
PREMEDICAL
STUDENTS:
''The A .M.fi . campus ministry will
The Howard University College of
conduct a Bible study on Wed. Jan. Medicine will host a breakfast fu,·
22 at 6 p.m. in the Little Chapel of premedical college students on ·Sat .
the Carnegie r bldg . All Are Jan . 25 beginning at 9:00 a.m. in the
Welcome!!
Howard University Hospital
Cafeteria. The breakfast will be
•
followed by a program from •10:00
H.U.H.M .A.
•
a.m . to 12:00 noon to provide inforHoward Univetsity Hospitality mation on admission, financial aid ,
Management Association
the medical curriculum, and other
General Meeting
topics of interest to premedical
January 21, 1985
.... students . Attendance is limited .
6:30 p.m . room 200
Students should preregister at the
School of Business, Important issues Center for· Preprofessional Edu ca~
will be discussed .
tion, Room 336, Fo unders Library,
•
636-7232 .
The Liberal Arts Student Council will
be having an inform·ation station in
the Quad on the days of January 21, ATTENTION
22, and 23 from 4 to 7 p.m . The pur- C OMMUNI C ATORS :
pose of the station is to inform the Po you know your Dean ? Do you
Ladies of the Quad about the Lottery want ' to
find
out
more
•
system for housing and provide infor- about.01•r school's accredKtation? Do •
mation about on camPus and"'".: Off you
~ant
free
food
and
campus housing available to ttiem drinks~ •
next year.
.If the 3nswer to any of the above
que s tions
· The Ladies of Zeta Phi Beta cordial- .is yes, then come to ''Meet tbe Dean''
ly invite you to share in their 1986 on
Wednesday,
Founders' Day Activities by ''Gettin ' January 22 , at 7:00pm in room
in ;The Mix In 86'' - Party at The W-318 of the C.B.Powell Building.
Clubhouse. Located at 1296 Upshur This program is. sponsored by the
St. NW. Party ll:O;Op.m. ·until!!! School
of
Communications
See Flyers for further details .
Student Counci l.

'

Wanted : Conscious Young Ladies interessted in organizing Howard
Women for The Nitional March For
Women's Lives (March 9, 1986).
Please contact, Ona Alston at either
636-7007 (office) or 328-1703 (home)

·Personals
.

Happy Birthday Jillian, Ha'1PY Birthday Marian, al_though I'm two days
late. You Capricorn ladies are absolutely great!
To The Love Of My Life ...
I hope you have the Happiest Birthday ever . I'm sure you will since this
is the first birthday you will be spending with me. Maybe this isn't just
a rest stop after all . Only time will
tell . Just remember who loves you,
Baby! Forever yours, The one you've
been waiting for ever since you laid
your eyes· on 5 years ago .

We love you Ashlei Nicole!!! l & D!

•

•

Happy Birthday Diedra. How old did
you say you were? ??? ? I.A .C .
KIM
HAT C H
WELCOME
BACK!!!
You are the BEST FRIEND anyone
could ever have, and I missed you so
much , and I'm glad you're back . 1...
love you KIMMY!! Love your
S ... Sis' J. Klein
Burkville: I'm praying for you! !
We missed you!
Truly SYM

Hilltop Classified Ad
Policy
•

1. Personals

I

'

Personal ads will.Pe charged $1.00 not to exceed
.30 words; anything ove:r; 30 words will be
additional charged $1.00 for every 5 words over

•

2. Campus Organizations .
- If an organization is placing a classified for the
purpose of announcing a meefing, seminar or
non-profit making event, there is no charge so
long as the, classified is under 30 words; there
will be a $1.00 charge for every 5 words over the
30 word limit.
.
- If thg organization is sponsoring an event that
will be a profit-making venture, i.e., party, •
selling of flowers, cab, etc., the charge will be
$5.00 for 30 words or under and $1.00 extra
charge' for every 5 words ,over 30 words.
1

3. Local Companies/Agencies
- A flat rate of$10 for 45 words will be charged to
companies wishirig to advertise in the Hilltop.

4. Individuals .

'

- Individuals whp wish to place a classified ad for
the purpose of buying, selling or announcing a
service will be charged $5 for 30 words and $1.
for each 5 words over 30 words.
·
•

THANK YOU TO ALL OF MY
CLOSEST
AND
DEAREST
FRIENDS FOR THROWING MY
SUPll.ISE BIRTHDAY ON JAN.
10. I REALLY APPRECIATE ALL
OF THE TIME THAT WENT IN·
TO IT. I GUESS THAT'S WHAT
FRIENDS ARE FOR!! I THANKS
AGAIN ... T. GRANT
CONGRATULATIONS I! 11
AMBER BAKER AND ASHLEY .
NICOLE ... WHAT A BEAUTIFUL
BABY . .. TONY GRANT

'

'

•

STUDENrr"~

.IN

'

AMERICAN ;UMiVERSITIES AND COLLEGES
'

Gamma
and
Smurf:
U are my dearest fricnds;l need
U
the - • m9st
now,
Jez.

Dorothea ~. Belt
Divinity

Sonya D .. Lockett ,
Coiomunications

To All My &>rors of Alpha Chapter,
Alpha Kappa AIRha Sorority, Inc.,
I wish you a wonderful Founder's
Day. We should take the time to
renew our vows of sisterhood and
dedication to our gracious sorority
and to our 16 founders.
With sisterly love,
Carla (19-A-83)

Sherri .L. Bowen
Business and Public
Administratiop

Jonathan A. Matthews
Business and Public
Administration

Pamela E .' Bowles
Communications

Lisa M. McGinty
Communications

HAPPY BIRTHDAY COUNTRY!!
AND BE PATIENT!!
L.A.

•

To: D.E. Rankin:
God has blessed me with you and for
that I am thankful. iMay this new
year bring even more 'growth to our
relationship. Remember 'always that
I am here to pick you Up when you
fall and that we will be as one; as well
as friends always : All tj:iis to say,
,HAPPY 21st BIRTHDAY!!! Love
Always, Torrence.
'
MODA ESEB!ZIONE IS COMING
SOON!!!
Mighty Mouse: II est agreeable commencer l'annce avec toi autour. Dixneuf jours de vacanccs on~ envie d'un
siccle. Jc. t'ai manque. Uniqucl~E!
Puff Puff,
.
Looks like this iS the only way we can
talk, maybe one day we can get it
together . Hopefully so. Ooozie

The Graduate Student Council will
host a Scientific Forum on Friday,
January 24, 1986 from 6:00. 8:00
p.m . in the Colfegc of Medicine,
Room 3019. The title is: "Etliical
Issues Surrounding Implants and
Transplants.'' All arc invited to
attend .

. B .... -

T err1

. • · - , ... , • ., .

.,
~
~r
Congratulations dn he nd-· o~c!
Have fun in the Black BMer. Here's
to giving them what they
want!!!ENJOY .
F .G.'S
Inc .;
SD R, KN,AL,SB, DC ,SE,AM . ... . . .

....

I Love You· Ashlei, From your Aunt
Susan. P .S. Amber I Love you
too!!You did Great!!
To Our Goddaughter,
You are just beautiful.
From the two people that love you
very 'much
Big Joh,n
Angie Lew
P .S. She yours for real
AMB :
ongratulations on the birth of a
beautiful baby girl. I knew you could
do it. I'm so very proud of you! I
Continue to go with what you feel
and I promise you nothing can go
wrong. I LOVE YOU AMBER &
ASH LEI
,
P .S. I'll never forget Jan . 7, 1986
The One Who Was There
Happy Founder's Day ZETA
LADIES
From T.J .
Happy Founder's Day Alpha
Chapter, Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc.
From Your Men of Rare Quality:
The Beau Court
To All Those Who Were There,
I would just like to say Thank You
for cvcr)'thing! ! ! !
Ashlei Nicole
Amber Marie
To: ASHLEI NICOLE
Auntie DeDe says Happy Birthday
and congratulations to your mom 11
To Guy
You study law too much!! Take a
break and call me sometime. You are
a good friend-let's keep our felationship. We may get there together yeti!
Dinner at my place??
Love, Ms. Day
To ugmo from fats:
I need you now more than ev,er for
comfort, ,
love, faith and suppolt.
Please
be . there
for
me because I love you very dearly

Services .
..

-.

~

ROOMS FOR RENT
House conveniently located near
Howard's campus is now acceptina
applications for room rentals.

Fcaturina:

.

2, ~ bathrooms, 2 kitchens, various
me rooms, key-lock bedroom doon
heater in rooms .
'
Call 2~918 .

-

\

WHO'S WH·o AMONG

•

•

John L. Mctizic
Andrea Marie B.mwn
Allied Health ,., •v
Business and 1Public
Administration
• Washington Mobley
Engineering
Toni F. Brown
Human Ecology
Shirla M. Murray
•
Architecture & Planning
Lisa Yvonne Bynoe
•
Communications
. Loncie L. Norwood-Malloy
Curtis B. Charles
Architecture & Planning
Jessica D. Chase
Architecture & Planning
Charmaine A. Davy
Liberal ·Arts

Divinity
Sharon Owens
. '
Education
Diana L. Parker
Divinity
Lisa A. Pauls
Liberal Arts

Lisa K. Dunn
Engil)eering

-

· Emory L. Perkins
Social Work

Barbara Bailey Etta _
Social Work

'

Monique B. Perry
Liberal Arts

Carlston A. Gray
Architecture & Planning Angela S. Phifer
Fine Arts
Brenda L. Gree·ne

AUi~ Jiealt.11 ~c~acei > ~Ren')<: ¥,P~leau
"." • · ·- "' '\... .i. 4 ..L. ,t h"-'
E'
Earnest H. Greene
um~ co ogy
Human Ecology
.
Anna M. Reynolds

Divinity

Leslie D. Hamilton
Liberal Arts
Ian K. Hardman
Business and Public
Administration
John L. Harrisingh
Liberal Arts

Kevin L. Holmes
Engineering

...

'-·

'

t

l

·

Quintin Lee Robertson
Business and Public
Administration ·

•

John Eric Robinson
Liberal Arts

,

.-

•'

..

Sylvia M. Snow
Engineering

Myron D. Howie
ic
Business and Public
Administration
Beverly Jenkins
Fine Arts ·

.1

· Benjamin P. Small
'B usiness and Public
Administration

Keith L. Henderson
Liberal Arts

•

--

Douglass P. ·selby
Business and Public
Administration

Carl Douglas Hayes
Liberal Arts

•

_..

.

Myrlys Laurette Stockdale
Communications
Julie V. Taylor
Liberal Arts

Sonya L. Thomas
Jewel A. Johnson
Dentistry ·
Business and Public
-Administration
Debbie-Anne Thompson
Business and. Public
Dwayne A. Jones
Administration
Liberal Arts
Jeffrey A. Tisdale
Sherri••R. Jones
Business and Public
Business and Public
Administration
Administration
•
Bridnetta D'. Watson
Tonia E. Jones
Bu~iness and Public
Liberal Arts
Adtninistratton
Cllrtlille P. Joseph
Christine Y. Wiley
Business and Public
Divinity
Administration

'

II> '

Carol D. Winn
Lorrie D . .King
Business ·and Public CommunicatioilS
Administration
Natalie V. Wyche
'
..
Business and Public
Lisa A. Kurtz
Adniinlstration
Graduate School
Sharon R.. Lconce
Communications

,I

Shelly Young
Liberal ArU

I

,

•

•
I<

'

'

•

•

t

•

•

'
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Speak Out compiled by Robel t Prelow

•

ow do Y.o u feel about the commemoration ·o
~

I

national holi ay?

''

•

•
•

•

•

J -

,

\
•

Cornelius Bates, Freshman

Seren1 H1yneswortb, Sopbomgr,
Plllladelpblo, PA COBISS

Memphis, TN Fi.nance

,,

''I fcCI the recognizing of Dr. King's
birthday as a national holid~y is a
long deserved honor for such a great
man . I was talking with my parents
over the holidays and they were tell-

''The commemoration of Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr. 's birthday as a national holiday is an advancement for

Black people. He has always been a

r

Hyattsvlllt, MD Environmental

hero to us and now he can be
recognized throughout our country

ing me about the violence and rioting
that went on when he died in my

and t~ worl~ as a hero to all people.

hometown . Dr. King's birthday be-

I am gl&d that the holiday is natjonal
because it gives Black youths the op-

ing recognized as a natio nal holid~y
is a big step for our country. He did
a lot of great things and we should

portunity to' celebrate a hero and be
recognized iri the country.
•

remember him by trying to uphold
some of the good qualities he
upheld .''

Science
•

••t feel that the commemoration of
Dr. King's birthday as a national
holiday is long overdue. Nevertheless,
I feel that this is an accomplisl\ment
and tribute to the Black race for his
birthday to be reCognized as a national holiday. This should serve as
an inspiration to all those who
remember him and for future generations not to forget the struggles and

goals that Dr. King died for 'Freedom for all people.'''
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Victor ·Harmon, Senior

Wendy Jo Thompson, ·Sophomore

Michel Bright, Senior

Leob .Alica,· Senior
Berkeley, CA Psycliolo&Y

Toronto, Canada Psycbolo&Y

PbUodclpblo, PA FllWIC<

"I am very happy to be able to sec

''A national holiday commemorating

"Having Dr. King's birthdoy u a nathe
birth
of
Dr.
Martin
Luther
King,
history in the making. A - comtional holidoy will have a positive efJr.
hes
been
long
overdue
because
of
memorative holiday for a Black man! ·
fect on Blacks as a whole, · but
the
impact
he
had
on
this
country
and
A national holiday for a great Black
CSPccially for Black children. They
Black
people
in
general.
Takina
into
man like Martin Luther King, Jr. is
will sec that we can be""' one. They
consideration
all
the
things
he
did,
a holiday well deserved . Hopefully,
don't have to feel inferior to other
there
should
be
two
holidays
for
h,im.
with our celebrations on his birthday,
races, especially Whites. Black

I affi glad that I have 'the opportUni- children have someone to look up to;
ty to participate in such a great and to admire. Hopefully they will learn
historical event."
more about our people and what we

we will impose a sense of Black pride
in our children arvJ our people. Yet,
with all the p.r ograms, presentations
and tributes going on, it is also imperative for us as Blacks to remember

,

ALUTA CONTINUA (the struggle
continues).

have contributed to this country. I
also feel that this holidoy is supposed io satisfy us. They (governmental
officals) made this a national holidoy
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hoping to quiet us down, hoping we
would be sa•isfied. But it won't! This
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is just the bcainning of our demands
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for rCcognition.
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.YOUNG LADIES TO HA VE THEIR HAIR BRAIDED BY STUDENTS

'
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ATTHE

TRAINING ·INSTITUTE
5401 FOURTEENTH ST~EET, N.W.
TJ:iE NATION'S ONLY NATURAL HAIRCARE SALON,
PROFESSIONAL HAIR BRAIDING AND TRAINING CENTER
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All Styles are pre-selected and all students are monitored by
Licensed Professional Braicjers
·
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(i'ncludes extensions)
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VISA• MASTER CARD • CHOICE • AMERICAN EXPRESS HONORED (Sorry No Checks)
Call 723-1827 and make your appointment today!
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Faculty, Staff & Administration - Welcome
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ornrow1&
540.1. Fourteenth Street, N.W. • Washington,
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723~1827
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D.C.(Corner of Jefferson)
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